
^TelepHone^interview with Lt. Col. Lewis ^. Chase on the 1957
*"**-- 'Radar-Visual Case

(Malmstrom AFB, Base OPS, gave information Chase is retired in
Spokane and has phone_number AC509 924-0533. Phoned Chase on
Thursday, January 30, 1969, at 10:30 a.m. to clear up details.)

I pointed out to Chase that I had discussed his case at

some length with Dr. Levine and Dr. Saunders up at Boulder and
was going over the accounts of the incident that are reported
in the Condon Report. I called his attention to the fact that
the paperback version of the latter is available and urged him

to study it for his case and the many others that he would find

of interest.

My first question dealt with the geographic locale. I

pointed out that the Report indicates that it occurred primarily

over the Ft. Worth area, but that I recalled Levine saying they

had first picked up the Unknown well to the east of Texas. He

confirmed the latter, pointing out that they had come in off

the Gulf after completing some navigational exercises and that

his #2 radar-monitor picked up strange signals as early as the

segment of their flight when they were still northbound across

the coast near Gulfport. Chase said that the #2 man felt there

was a possibility that he had "ambiguities" in the signal then,

but this was never cleared up. The incoming signals were then

_at_2800 Mhz. . Chase was_not sure whether., that should be regarded

as the beginning of the incident or not, but later emphasized

that, when the #2 monitor picked up the Unknown at azimuths

compatible with what GCI was painting and what the cockpit crew

was seeing, it was that same frequency near 2800 Mhz.

But Chase was clear in his emphasis on the point that the

first visual contact occurred shortly after they made a turn to

a westerly heading over Jackson, Mississippi. He said they were

cruising up near 35,000 ft. The first visual detection was the

sighting of a bright light at his 11 o'clock position, closing

fast at an apparent closure rate which, to him, looked very much

like that of a typical jet. He was sufficiently sure that it was

an inbound aircraft that he alerted the other crewmen for a

possible abrupt evasive maneuver. I tried to get some indication

from him of the apparent angular diameter of the light source at

that juncture, but he was unwilling to hazard a guess. He said

that he did not know the absolute size, and hence wouldn't be

able to make any kind of a recollective estimate of angular size,

but stressed that, to him, it had sufficient resemblance to an

approaching aircraft with landing lights on that he so construed

it for that brief first period, during which it closed.

Suddenly, he said, it jumped almost instantaneously from
nearly dead ahead to their 2 o'clock position. That first

unconventional aspect of the sighting (if we regard the Gulfport

#2 signals as possibly ambiguous) occurred somewhere near Jackson,
Mississippi. The airline distance from Jackson, Mississippi, to



Mineral Wells, Texas (which, lies about 50 miles west of Ft. Worth)
is almost exactly 400 mile's ^ By contrast, note that the Condon
Report gives-the-reader the impression-that thiss incident was

confined to the vicinity of Dallas and Ft. Worth. Only Thayer's

heading of "Texas-Louisiana area" intimates that it extended over

some distance to the east of Ft. Worth.

Chase said, "Of course, later, after we got in closer to

Ft. Worth, then I was, of course, working with the ground con

trol radars. They were tracking him also. Both of us." I
asked Chase if that was the first ground-radar that had tracked

him. He said it was, but they had picked up him and the Unknown

a long ways east of Ft. Worth. He said that, by the time the

GCI radar at Dallas-Ft. Worth picked them up, he was already "in

pursuit." He said, "I'm sure that we were about 100 miles east

of Ft. Worth when I got ahold of the GCI."

I asked him then if that 'was the only ground-radar that
tracked them. He said he couldn't say that for sure, but it was

the only ground unit that he worked by radio.

Next I pointed out that the report indicates that there were

several instances in which ground radar and visual sightings of

discontinuous motion of the Unknown were tracked. He commented

that that was correct, that they were simultaneous. He also

added that their airborne electronic equipment revealed some of

the discontinuous changes. He next volunteered the"comment"that

it was a shame that that information got into channels where it

was lost. I agreed that it was a scientific loss not to have

records on it. He remarked that ADC intelligence units destroyed

all the records after a certain regulation time. He said, "At

the time, nobody was really alerted to that problem," implying

his belief that in 1956 nobody was paying attention to UFO

problems, and somehow seeming to suggest that things are different

today.

I asked him if there were cases where his own airborne radar

gave azimuth and range that matched what the ground radar was

indicating. He replied that, of course, his airborne equipment

didn't give range, only azimuth, I then asked if the navigator's

radar ever painted the unknown, and he said that was an uncertain

point. (I didn't ask the question that became obvious at that

point, namely, whether that particular type of reconnaissance

B-47 carries search and fire control radar. The fact that he

never alluded to such radar, even when I switched my question to

whether the navigator's radar saw anything, does seem to imply

that that configuration of B-47 didn't contain search radar.) He

stated that there was no instance, to his recollection, where

the navigator's radar painted the Unknown. " " ~

He said the ground control radar gave him ten miles range to

the object when it was at 2 o'clock position. I asked him if the

ground radar indicated that it was a strong target, and he said

that the controller on the ground never indicated that, just told

him that he had both of them. He said that ground radar was

tracking the Unknown all the time.
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I asked him about the episode where he overflew the Unknown,

and he confirmed the general details. He said, "Remember that_at_

that time, I am wide open," indicating that he was at full'power

as he closed on the object. He stated that, as far as his impres
sion as the pilot-was-concerned, all of the closure motion was due

to his own flight speed, as if the Unknown were then stationary.

I asked him if he had any impression of altitude as he over

flew it, and he said no, not at that time, but did later when he

was diving on it. He said, in that later instance, it looked to

him as if it were at about 15,000 ft when he was coming down at

about 20,000 in his dive. CR. <=*7- *~O~— ^£**--~? ** ^e j**~* — >

I asked him if the termination of the whole episode involved

the object's shooting off away at high speed or if it just blinked

out. He said it was the latter, it was "just gone."

I remarked that"that was quite an interceptor he was flying

there then", and he laughingly agreed that it was a "pretty hot

fighter."

I next turned to the very puzzling feature of the Unknown

seeming to emit radar signals at 2800 Mhz. But I pointed out that

the large geographical distance over which they were getting sig

nals from the Unknown hardly suggested that it was spurious signals

from the ground radar. He agreed, but emphasized that even more

odd was the "upscope feature", as observed on the #2 monitor scope.

He said, "those kind of characteristics of the radar signal don't

move upscope when you're flying towards them, they move downscope,

if it's stationary." Chase seemed to be stating that that upscope

feature occurred only in the first part of the whole incident over

Mississippi, when northbound near Gulfport, at which time the #2

operator was uncertain as to whether he had ambiguities. He said

that after the pilot and copilot had visually seen the object and

it had moved to the #2 position, they were joking about this thing

being a flying saucer, and the #2 man went back to 2800 Miiz, but,

by that time, the Unknown was moving along with them. (I failed

to query him on whether there was any upscope-downscope anomaly

at the later juncture, when the B-47 overshot the Unknown. That

point would be worth a follow-up query.)

I did ask Chase if the #2 man had the Unknown on his monitor

all the way into Ft. Worth, and he replied affirmatively. He said,

in fact, it was the #2 man who first alerted him to the fact that

the Unknown was moving out of the 2 o'clock position to get ahead,

which was revealed by virtue of the angular motion of the monitor-

signal from the 2 o'clock positionaround to dead ahead.

r asked Chase if the signal was coming in to the #2 monitor

with all the characteristics of a pulsed radar signal of ordinary

tsjrpe.. He answered yes, and then added that he couldn't say for sure.

He said he knew the type of equipment and its characteristics, but,

when asked how close the signal was, in detail, to an ordinary

signal, he couldn't say for sure. All he knew, for sure, was that

the #2 monitor "wasn't having any difficulty tracking him."



I remarked to Chase that I knew of only a couple of other

cases that had electroric aspects comparable to his case. I

cited the incidents where an interceptor had its radar jammed

and then called his attention indirectly to the North Atlantic

radar-picket case where the radar signature indicated an air

liner. He indicated that he was glad to hear that there were

any cases comparable to his, since he has often wondered in the

ensuing time whether they were imagining things.

I urged him to purchase the Condon Report and to study the

Lakenheath, England, case, and cited some of the features of

that case to him. Chase commented that, in his 22 years of fly

ing, the 1957 incident was so unusual that it sometimes made him
wonder.

I briefly conveyed to Chase, before terminating the call,
my differences of viewpoint concerning the kinds of recommenda

tions and conclusions that Condon made. I pointed out that it

seemed to me that there were too many Unidentifieds even in his
own report to warrant that, and that I think it's an important
problem.

I remarked on the many feet of shelving of cases at Blue-

book. He reported that, right in his own Air Force experience,
there were too many cases of other pilots seeing Unidentifieds
to pooh-pooh the problem.

I then briefly cited the 1948 Fukuoka case as another one
weakly comparable to his own.

He said that the thing that bothered him was that, if what
they saw was some kind of a natural phenomenon, why isn't it
repeated over and over again and seen by other pilots.

Second Phone Call to Lt. Col. Lewis -B-. Chase

Home Address: East 11422, 19th Avenue, Spokane, Wash., 99206
Telephone; Area Code 509, 924-0533.

The second interview was 10:30 to 11:20, Saturday, «
February 1, 1969, after discussions with Pef>pei^in^—— ^jtP
Maj. Sparks. Call those two. Follow up on additional
points.

My first question was whether he had ever changed fis
aircraft heading while the Unknown was maintaining a constant
bearing at the 2 o'clock position. He said he had not" He "
only did speed changes, but didn't do any heading variations
m that interval in the first part.

He volunteered, however, a point that had not been brought
out in my first call nor had it been made clear in the Condon
Report. The Unidentified maintained a constant lead of 10 miles
tor a long distance, which is apparently at least of the order



of 100 miles. He was trying to catch up with it, to get a better

look.,to_see if hey could see any shape. Then, somewhere in the

vicinity of Ft.-WartliTit ^veered to the right/ not by a very large
angle (10° to 20°,_Chase estimated) and went up the "valley"

between Ft. Worth and Dallas. He had to contact FAA to get a

clearance to change-his flight plan at that point. They called

all the traffic "out of there, and gave him an OK on it.

Thus, in discussing this turn (which cropped up in the dis

cussion only because I asked him about the possibility of heading

changes back-easts-of Ftr^Worth) , I established a significant new

feature off the"" case".; ThV~sudden stop occurred when they were
heading in a northwesterly-direction after making the above turn.

It-was somewhere north of Ft. Worth and presumably west when that

stop took place"" He waa not then near Mineral Wells. I asked him

if he had any impression of angular size of the red light, when it

showed a red light after moving over ahead of him. He wouldn't

hazard a guess, except he did say that it was far larger than any

running light on a jet at the known 10-mile distance which radar

was indicating. __He also said it was not flashing or pulsating

like a running light.

I tried to find out when, in the maneuver that took him from

2 o'clock to 12 o'clock, it had begun to show a bright red, but he

said he was so busy with everything that he doesn't think he can

give me a reliable recollection. I asked him how long the object

led them by 16 miles, and he estimated at least 10 minutes before
it made the veering turn.

He said that he varied speed from nearly stalling speed to a

maximum allowable speed of 425 Indicated. He said that they cruise

in a B-47 at 35,000 ft altitude at about 280 Indicated, which he

recalls at about 425 knots True.

Check the pressure and densities and confirm those speeds, "fit)

I asked him if it was a GCI station that was tracking him on

radar. Yes, some one of several in the Ft. Worth area. He

couldn't say for sure that it was Carswell AFB. He said ADC
would have that information.

He made it clear that FAA did clear him for that change of

flight route when he followed the thing up northwesterly between
Ft. Worth and Dallas.

I asked him how the GCI station identified him and separated

him ..from .the-Unknown when they first painted, the. two echoes when
he was off to the east. He confirmed that they would have seen
him by IFF.

I pointed out to Col. Chase that Maj. Sparks was most impressed

by the fact that the Unknown was painted by a second radar. ' I men

tioned that Sparks said that energy-sources inside the plane can
sometimes give false echoes, and he said yes, they'd worried about
that for awhile, too.



I also pointed out that Sparks said the EWO on the plane would

surely recall the signal characteristics and asked him for the name

of the man. I pointed out that there is no indication that Condon's

people asked those questions, since they aren't discussed in the

Report. I then asked him the name of the officer.

He said the #2 monitor officer was Frank McClure, the copilot

was James Harley McCoid (with 55th Wing, not at SAC headquarters),

and the navigator was Tom Hanley. Chase thinks Hanley is in Vietnam

now, but he thinks McClure and McCoid are still at Offutt.

He said that McClure was an experienced EWO and he became #1

monitor officer shortly thereafter. "He was no novice."

The #1 man was not involved in that incident. I tried to find

out whether the monitor that McClure was operating was a spinning

antenna type and whether there .was any fixed antenna on the wings.

Chase said he just couldn't answer that question.

I asked him if, after they made their turn near Mineral Wells

and the object blinked out and they headed north, GCI painted any

Unknown after them to match the return that the #2 monitor was

getting at 2800 Mhz. Chase said that the GCI did then again see

the Unknown, and that it followed them at about that same 10-mile

distance the full way up towards Oklahoma City. He said that it

then finally faded out, as he recalls McClure's description. I

pointed out that the Condon Report does not make that clear at all.

He said that it had followed them for a total of almost two hours,

if you count the first incident at Gulfport as a possible beginning.

He urged me to check with McClure on the way in which the return

faded out up near Oklahoma City.

I asked him if they could see aft from a B-47. He said the

pilot and copilot can see back, but only down at a slight angle,

and when the copilot looked aft, he saw no light. It might have

been too low to be seen, he allowed.

He said that, after he dove on it and it blinked out, he used

the momentum of his dive to pull back up to 25,000 and cruised

back at 25,000 to save fuel, as he recalls. He confirmed that

they came from Forbes AFB, and he confirms it was an RB47-H.

I asked him specifically, then, if there was any chance that

that 2800 Mhz signal that came when they were heading north could

have been a ground radar at Ft. Worth, and he was emphatic in say

ing that it wasn't that.

I asked him about the way in which he flew over the object.

It became clear that he did not pass directly over it, but flew

to the right of it, so that he would have a look at it to his left.

He said it was almost below them, nearly 90° below the horizon when

it blinked out. (The copilot sits in tandem, so he ought to have

had a look at that, too.) He emphasized that he was extremely busy,

and that McCoid might have had a much better look. Also the copilot

wasn't so busy as he was. He had to work the radar station and keep

in communication with McClure.



I asked him if he knew whebher anybody on the B-47 had seen the

object on their radar. He said that he didn't know, that I'd have

to try Maj. Hanley. He did volunteer that Hanley was the kind of

a guy who would have looked.

He said they did not have fire control radar. He thinks that

Hanley was the only one who had any radar that could have been used

to look at this thing.

I then asked if there was any time when he thought of trying

to get a scramble. He said that GCI told him that they were

scrambling others from the Ft. Worth area as he was leaving, low

on gas. He doesn't know what happened about that, but got the

impression that they had a fighter in th.e air.

I asked him if he had called for any fighters when he was

inbound to Ft. Worth, and he said no. He didn't know what he was

chasing, and hence hadn't called for fighters.

Next I asked him how they reconstructed the date. He thinks

that Craig checked with the flight logs that were on file. The

copilot knew the approximate date, possibly from the fact that

they were being reassigned. The Air Force keeps logs on them,

and they found that they had four flights that month. This parti

cular flight was a 9-hour flight. After they decided that it was

September 19-20, 1957, from McCoid's log, he also checked his, and

he confirmed that that looked like it must have been the date.

He again urged me to check with McCoid, who was much less busy

than he was and might have seen things more reliably.

Now that he has retired, he has his own flight log in his

possession.



Interview with Walter A. Tuchscherer, Feb. 2, 1969

Area Code 913, 235-8641 - Topeka, Kansas

Tuchscherer was the #3 monitor in the aircraft.

1) As soon as I asked him if he knew whether Maj. Hanley
got any radar returns on his navigational radar, he suggested

that I ought to ask Hanley himself. It turned out that he and
his wife had received a Christmas card from Hanley, who is
back in the country and stationed at Vandenberg AFB.

2) All he recalls about that incident was that it occurred

somewhere down in Mississippi and Louisiana. He heard verbal

communication between the pilot and copilot, and, though he

was right next to McClure, he didn't discuss it with him

because they were all busy with mission requirements. He

thinks it was recorded. "Anything like that was recorded."

But he added that it would have been erased by now. He

recalled that Lew and Jim wrote up a report on it.

3) When I mentioned Provenzano, he said that he also had

a Christmas card from him and that he was at Wichita, at

McConnell AFB. He couldn't recall if Provenzano got anything

on the APD-4.



Interview with Ma}. John J. Provenzano, Feb 2, 1969

Area-Code 316, 684-3576 - Wichita, Kansas

Provenzano "was #1 ECM monitor officer.

1) ' I Vsked'hinTif he got any signals on his APD-4.

He said he ^thought he got something, but.it was too long

ago to be sure.---"*

r"a '-littlerbi!ti about-.whatr,McClure
McClure could

e%tc3tanother,-he.could-only -get ,a_genexalrs.E

Eearlngron his APD-4.- _,--, i JLT -/^<f- ^-t

IifTthe~ navigator got rt on. his"

th± the three in back, can't look out,

. He said he thought the incident would

' s minds much longer.

/

^ Frank McClure checked his set and
found/eyeryth'ingvworking properly. He said that all of the
electronic gear was""properly functioning during that flight.

He even said that-he could look over and see Frank's set and

observe that_it was functioning all right.

6)- He was under the impression that the always carried

wire recorders with them. He said they should have had wire

or tape recorders on that one. When I said that McCoid had

indicated it was only a shakedown flight, he didn't think

that would make any difference.

7) However, he indicated that the wire recorders would

have been erased, but that a tape record would have been made

of all signals and they would be in the Wing intelligence

files. He thought that there would at least be written infor

mation, even if not tapes. When I queried him on whether that

would be ADC or SAC intelligence files, we terminated the conver
sation.

8) The principal result of the call to Provenzano was his

clear-cut assertion that the §2 monitor equipment was function
ing properly.



Area Code 805, 937-2486 - Vandenberg AFB, California j
i
t

Hanley was B-47 navigator. \

1) I.began by asking him if he had his navigational radar

on and.whether he saw anything.- He said that he had search

radar on' and was "looking all around and in every way he could,

but-he never"had_any. radar contact, with the object.

yHffieasaidgthaiSh
^*^n«^- - ~i i ' • iij -"- ~ - " i

^p up -and - down
e'gwas^trying-"everything he could"-doto

d^ii^-.on^laltitude-hold" , which.he --vsf*

EXup"-which";was used to-keep track '-of

^s^wei 1 -as in maintainina. formation-

'didJnotT^x^Sny^firstarphone--ca11 to Hanley,-g^
sufficiently-clear^irSpressiorL-ofithe maximvim range at which :he
thought he -coul"dihave.-seen -aLtarget.of cross-section equivalent

to an aircraft^ under-the^viewing conditions that he employed.
My notes indicated a half mile, but that was changed by a

second-call, see below.

4) He pointed out that the navigator is down inside where

he can't see out, so he had no chance to get any visual checks.

5) He recalled that Chase said the object came in high, a

little bit above their flight altitude. He said that, if it

was at their same altitude or above, he would have serious

difficulty seeing it., (That point is somewhat clarified later
in the second call.)

6) He said that he had photographic gear on hand and that

he would have photographed the scope if he had ever had it.

7) He was listening in on all the air-to-ground communica
tion, so that he recalled hearing Chase's talk to the ground

radar, as it went on.

8) I asked him if he recalled GCI telling Chase that the
Unknown was following them to their rear when they were en route
north from Ft. Worth to Oklahoma City.

Q

9) He replied that, though he couldn't recall which GI

station it was that Chase was working, he definitely recalled '
the ground radar was painting it as behind them, at that time. 1
He stated that it followed them up to the vicinity of about -\
the Red River, when contact was broken. ' a

i

10) I urged him to get the Bantam edition, and read the . |
Condon Report discussion of that-case. I also pointed out W3^~*f
tiatrl might have a chance to see "him when I am at Vandenberg, *- -'-
in April. "He indicated that he had a considerable interest ' -*=~
in the UFO problem and would try to get to the AIAA talk at
that time.



Second call re r.aniev or. rec. 2, 156!

I called him back to pin down more clearly the maximum range

at which he could have seen a target of aircraft cross-section
via mere skin paint. I also needed to get the designation of
the set he was using.

1) ' He"said-that the B-47s.all used what was used the "K-
system"^ for^jiavicration. - He said.it was a pulsed radar, a

regular^'eaxcfi^adarr^siniTrar^.toV.the-ABS-54. He said it-
&£S&3g^^&^ 'APS-27. He said that all

and that I

was .---

g^^^^y could
gb^out'lfcOviDavi's^Monthahiand^ch.eck.-any of the B-47s there to
theide^H:i^^^^^fe-r4s - y re

me the way in which one can put in

-to accomplish certain useful things.

. 3) "-...Wi'thouf the* time-delav. the scope has a blank area out ~ "■
to 6 milesy which.is where you first pick up ground-return
directly under-you at a range corresponding to your height.

On the other hand, if you put in a-time-delay that corres
ponds to that 6 miles, you pull the map down to the middle of the
scope, where you eliminate that blank area. For ordinary naviga
tional purposes, you would thus employ the time-delay to be able
to display maximum information on your scope.

However, if you were hunting for a tanker that was below
you or in front of you, by eliminating the time-delay, you would
have that large band corresponding to six miles of range in which
there would be no competition between the ground return and the
skin paint from the aircraft. That would facilitate seeing the
aircraft. Under that condition, the B-47 navigational radar
could ordinarily spot an aircraft the size of a KC-97 out to a
range of perhaps 4 miles.

tro aV w1 neXt asked him how far out in range the set could see a
KC-97 when tilted up to "altitude-hold", and he said that it was
about 4 miles for that mode, also.

*<■ « in I.^hen P°inted out that GCI radar was painting the unknown
at a 10-mile range, so that he presumably couldn't possibly have
seen it, if its cross-section was comparable to that of a tanker
He concurred.

5) Hanley then asked me the date of the incident. I told
him the date that appears in the Condon Report, but added that

^I^L^Tf,1? b? at l^st a bit of uncertainty, since no formal
report could be found. He said that they turned in a special
report, and he was surprised that none could be found. I pointed
out that ADC evidently destroys all files after 2 years, and he
chuckled at that. I remarked that uncertainty as to the date
makes it difficult to be sure you are dealing with the right
meteorological conditions, but added that there seems no likeli
hood that anomalous propagation could be involved here. He tended
to concur, it seemed.



Notes on discussion with Mai. Kenneth D. Sparks, Jan 31, 1969:

[Sparks, an Electronic Warfare Officer (EWO), now at UA

Air-ROTC Detachment, identified himself as an EWO when I went

over to find out where I could purchase a copy of the Air

Force manual on ECM gear. We discussed ECM problems and the

1957 B-47 incident for about two hours at the ROTC office.]

^wSparks;-felt^thl^^roundrradar-tracking';in
„. ^'internal-noise signal: as??,:

g^-the.? cause j of/jthe-;pickup^qnsthe%:#2-rmonitor-scope. - " He - s aid it^i

" is-true* thatf^sbmetimes^iaternai^eiectrical"'noiseican *give~ ~" "_ l- 2Z£;

rience would recalL"'yeryifclearly--the signature characteristics--^:*
of the received signal. ..I- - ~~ ' *'"-"""*t'V"

■ - 3) Sparks had been "stationed at or near Keesler AFB and
recalled-that there-was a CPS6B at Keesler. He wondered if

this might-have caused, the initial signal/1 (At the time I
talked to Sparks, I had not yet contacted McClure, and was

unaware of the complete orbit that the apparent source had

made.)

4) From what I told him concerning the specs of the

monitors as described in the Condon Report, he inferred that

the #2 monitor must have been using an ALA-6 direction finder.

He said that unit had a spinning antenna, usually deployed in
a bubble on the undersurface of the fuselage.

He said that that unit was customarily employed
together with an ALA-5 pulse analyzer.

The APD-4 (cited in the Condon Report) had a pair of

antenna arrays permanently mounted on either wing tip.

5) Sparks asked the very relevant question of whether

GCI painted any unknown target following the B-47 when it was
northbound from Ft. Worth and the #2 monitor once again was

receiving 2800 Mhz. (That led me to query Chase, and he
answered in the affirmative.)

6) Sparks thinks he has an old Air Force catalogue of
radar characteristics and will search for it. He said that

the CPS-1 was a dual-beam with back-to-back antennas, S-band.
He recalls that the CPN-18 was a GCA radar.

7) - Sparks volunteered-the comment, when I described how
Bluebook had no.report and the ADC_£iles showed nothing on this ?
incident, that he could easily understand how a report on such
an event as this would have become inaccessible. He said that



because of the high classification attached tc some of tne ECM

gear at that time, the ADC intelligence personnel would have

been very careful about how they handled the case. i pointed
out also that Colorado learned that ADC intelligence records

were destroyed after two years.

8) I briefly described to Sparks the North Atlantic

radar-signature case, and he intimated that he knew of equip
ment with .those capabilities... In general. Sparks seemed to be
seriously concerned* about the.-UF-0~problem .and. commented that,

when I-cspbke-to-thev-ArnoldlAir: Society (ROTC) last semester,

he .concurred in^everything" I-said. _' He felt there were'just

too many Air Force TJFO sightings ^t"6 discount it rail •

•..»■*■

February" 1, 1968

Z After talking with Maj. McClure at Offutt, I passed on to

Sparks McClure's greeting. I summarized McClure's description

of the signal characteristics, and.Sparks/said it was extremely

hard to find any conventional explanation^ especially in view

of the circular orbit maneuver near Gulfport.



Interview with Maj. James H. McCoid, Feb. 2, 1969
Area Code 402, 291-6607; 12222 South 26th Street, Omaha, Neb., 68123

Chase had speculated that perhaps McCoid, being less busy in
the cockpit, might have had a better view of some of the events
than Chase himself. That proved not to be the case. McCoid, as
copilot, is in tandem behind the pilot and has the pilot s ejec
tion seat in front of him to block his view. Also, McCoid pointed
out that the bubble-canopy gave a lot of distortion optically.
Finally, he remarked that he had to look up intermittently from
the cockpit lights out into the dark, and that made it a little
hard to pin things down, also. Furthermore, McCoid emphasized
that, because the whole thing had seemed so unexplainable to him,
he had tended to put it out of his mind, and hence was rather

vague on details.

1) A point that he emphasized several times in our conversa

tion was that the combination of all of the things that were being
discussed with the ground radar, which he heard on interphone,

plus the unusual circumstance of an electronic emission from the

source, struck him as completely unexplainable.

He also stated that to have the thing go upscope at their

speed or better and also come downscope again was extremely hard

to understand.

2) He brought up, voluntarily, the matter of gas burn-off
flames from oil wells. He said that he had frequently seen them

and, as soon as this phenomenon began, it went through his mind

tiat he should be very careful to be dead sure that he wasn't

looking at any burn-off flames. He then stated that the inten

sity of the light, and its elevation angle (strictly below the

horizon) ruled out such flames as a source, in his mind. Also

the high speed ruled it out, he thought.

3) He recalled that the Unknown was, at times, distinctly

above their level. Definitely too far above the horizon to

confuse it with oil flames.

4) I did not succeed in getting from him any estimate of

the angular velocity with which the light crossed their flight

path, whipping over to the 2 o'clock position.

5) McCoid said that they got a blanket clearance from FAA

and GCI to pursue it. He did not know whether they had worked

more than one GCI. He thought the main one they worked was

Ft. Worth.

He thinks Ft. Worth tried to hand-off to Oklahoma City,

but he's not positive.

6) He seemed to have no recollection of a visible red light

after the object returned to the dead-ahead position, while they

pursued it. He did say that he thought the pursuit part of it



lasted 20 minutes or more.

7) He spoke of it as appearing first on one side and then

the other, but mentioned this rather vaguely. This may well be

the source of the quote that is in the Condon Report. McCoid

speaks stainmeringly, non-articulately, and with a great deal of

reluctance and changing from one thought to another, just as

in the quoted passage in the Report.

8) He did not recall their overflying the Unknown, nor did

he recall the bank and dive near Mineral Wells. Curiously, he

said that what was dominant in his mind , as the officer respon

sible for keeping track of fuel consumption, was that all that

lingering there and maneuvering and speed increase was using up

fuel that they haeLto have to get back to Forbes.

9) He could not recall whether the navigator got any radar

return on his set. He said that he thinks the navigator went

to "altitude-hold" by tipping the antenna up to get the range
of the target at his altitude. He did not know where Hanley

would be, but thought his year in Vietnam would be up by now.

He said that Hanley had previously been at Beale AFB. Said

Hanley went into computer work, and they then assigned him to

Southeast Asia.

10) He confirmed the name of John J. Provenzano as the

#1 monitor man. He said he was retired now, that at the time
he was a captain, McCoid thinks.

11) Fortunately, he also recalled the name of the #3 monitor

officer, Walter A. Tuchscherer. He said Tuchscherer is now liv
ing in Topeka, Kansas, having retired and entered college. He
thinks his age is in the 40s.

12) He couldn't recall if Provenzano saw anything on his
APD-4.

13) McCoid referred to the flight as a shakedown flight to

wring out the aircraft after a previous ground-check. He said
they were checking out every system, and had taken out over

the Gulf to test the gunnery system along with other systems.

He thinks this was why they did not have wire recorders, since
it was just a shakedown flight.

14) I asked him what part he had in putting the date down,
and he seemed a bit vague. He said that someone checked the
flight logs, and he thinks that McClure may have pinned the
date down.

15) He stated, "What I always come back to is that electronic
emission; you can't fool that much equipment." At another time
he said, "I definitely couldn't explain this."

16) I asked McCoid if McClure had mentioned on the interphone
that he had had that 280 0 Mhz signal moving upscope and downscope
over Mississippi. He said that McClure had not mentioned that



until later, when he and Chase were talking about the white light

that moved in and jumped across.

17) He remarked that, if McClure's scope had been 180 degrees

out of phase, all signals from ground radars would have gone up-

scope. But here it went both ways. (Thus, even if it had been

out of phase, the fact that it went downscope on one side aHi

at that time is very significant.) He said McClure also saw

other ground radar signals properly on that trip.

18) When I mentioned that there was no filed report on record,

he remarked, jokingly, that they probably decided they'd better
bury such a wild report.



Phone interview with Maj. Frank B. McClure, Sat., Feb. 1, 1969

Area Code 402, 291-7092, 119 Kirby Avenue, Bellevue, Nebraska

1) McClure said that the 2800 Mhz signal that he received from

the UFO was pulsed, seemed to have a scan-rate typical of

ground radar, and had a PRp that was also typical of ground

radar. He emphasized that, in all respects, it was like a

ground radar, but remarked that, for an airplane to have

emitted that kind of a signal would have required "an

antenna bigger than the airplane."

"I'm confused about it still," he said, and kept returning

to the notion that the 2800 Mhz signal almost had to be

some ground station. However, he fully conceded that the

rest of the incident was incompatible with that explanation.

2) I learned, to my surprise, that McClure first picked up the

signal when it was behind him, going forward! This was

when he was northbound near the coast at Gulfport. He

stated to me that he called forward to see if anything was

seen up there, but they saw nothing, and he forgot it at

the time. fe ,

Equally surprising was his description that the PR3E-P on his

scope indicated that the source orbited the B-47 in a counter

clockwise manner. When he first picked it up in the Gulfport

area., it was a little bit to their right and it moved upscope

on the right side, went around in front, and then came down

on the left side. In reply to my query, he indicated that it

slipped around at about a constant angular velocity. (I

failed to ask him how long it took to complete the orbit.)

3) He said, "I've never seen anything like it, before or since,"

and, though he said several times that he thought it must

have been some malfunction or confusion, he remarked later

that the same ship and all its gear was used shortly thare-

after, after they were reassigned to Europe, and no malfunc

tions appeared.

Correction: From rereading my telephone notes, I see that

he states that it was primarily the final signal, when they

were northbound away from Ft. Worth, that he kept emphasizing

as probably being due to confusion with a ground-based CPS6B.

4) I asked him if he was using'an ALA-6 direction-finder. He
confirmed this and added that he was asing an APR-9 radar

receiver and the ALA-5 pulse analyzer.

He said the ALA-6 was located on the undersurface of the

fuselage near the rear. It has back-to-back antennas, and

can be spun at 150 or 300 RPM.

5) When I mentioned my conversation with Maj. Sparks and the

suggestion that they might have been confusing the CPS6B

near the coast, he said yes, there was one on an island

near Gulfport. He also added that he knew Sparks from the

time that they were both stationed at Keesler. Later Sparks



said he had worked for McClure there. Sparks agreed that

McClure had plenty of experience with ECM by that time.

6) McClure confirmed the maneuver in which the Unknown began

to move from the 2 o'clock position to the 12 o'clock posi

tion, and said that was shown on his scope and concurrently

painted by Ft. Worth GCI.

7) He had some means of switching into the circuit, where he

could hear Col. Chase (then Maj. Chase) talking on the radio

to the ground site near Ft. Worth.

8) He said it was unfortunate that this was sort of a shakedown

flight in which they were just checking out all of the gear

before they were reassigned. He said that was the reason

there was no tape, no film, and no wire recorders aboard.

9) I asked him if the #1 monitor officer had seen anything on

the APD-4. He recalled his name as Capt. (possibly Maj.)

John Provenzano, retired about a year ago.

The APD-4 is a fixed antenna array on the wings (as Sparks

said), and ranges from about 1,000 Mhz up to around 3,000 Mhz

The day after the incident, when several of them were talking

to a technician at Forbes AFB and the technician suggested

that a loose lead on the ALA-6 might have caused the sweep-

around signal in Mississippi, Provenzano asserted that he had

seen the same phenomenon on his APD-4 monitor. McClure

remarked that Provenzano hadn't gotten involved in the dis

cussions while they were in the air, but said that he had

seen it. (It does seem somewhat odd that Provenzano would

not have spoken up about this while the incident was going

on.)

10) McClure said that the #3 monitor officer was using low .•£<

frequency equipment and didn't see anything at all. L

11) I asked McClure whether he recalled that the navigator

(Tom Hanley) had gotten radar returns on his navigation

radar. McClure said that he is fairly sure the navigator

"was tracking it. He thinks the navigator was using an

APS-27, X-band radar. In any event, the type of antenna

permitted tipping it up to where it could see around in

the horizontal (so that it could be used for formation-

keeping, when flying with other aircraft).

12) I asked him if they had any other radar, like fire-control

radar- He said yes they did, but they hadn't used that.

He said they had fired their guns down on the Matagordo

firing range near Houston.

Wonder wh/y they did not use fire-control radar at any

time? That's odd.



13) As he recalls, Chase stated (in the tape interview which

Roy Craig played to him and McCoid, when interviewing

them in Omaha) that the GCI radar at Ft. Worth was paint

ing an Unknown 10 miles aft when they were northbound

away from Ft. Worth. However, he said that he does not

recall having heard that himself, while listening to the

radio transmissions. Since Chase was the one who was

directly contacting GCI, one might assume that Chase's

recollections were more reliable; however, this may be

moot.

14) He said he hadn't seen Jimmy McCoid for almost two years,

not since Craig interviewed them. He said that, at that

time, McCoid was with the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance

Wing, same one they flew in back at Forbes AFB.


